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The antiprotonic x-ray cascade in 172Yb and 176Yb was studied and the widths and shifts of the levels which
are affected by the strong interaction were deduced. A large number of transitions up to Dn55 could be
observed. This opened the possibility to determine for the first time also the widths of noncircular orbits. In
172Yb and 176Yb four level shifts and seven level widths were measured in each case. The widths are slightly
increasing from 172Yb to 176Yb whereas the shifts stay roughly constant. The experimental intensities of the
transitions are compared with results from calculations of the antiproton cascade. Using a Fermi distribution
for the nucleon densities the neutron diffuseness parameter was deduced to be for 172Yb (0.5860.04) fm
larger than the proton diffuseness parameter. For 176Yb this value is (0.7160.04) fm.
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PACS number~s!: 21.10.Gv, 13.75.Cs, 27.70.1q, 36.10.2kI. INTRODUCTION
The proton distribution of a nucleus may be determined
by several methods using the electromagnetic interaction be-
tween the protons and other charged particles. To investigate
the neutron distribution this way is not open and one has to
resort, e.g., to the strong interaction in hadronic atoms. An-
tiprotonic atoms are especially suited to probe the nuclear
shape at large radii, as here the interaction with the nucleus
takes place about 2 fm outside the half-density radius. In this
nuclear region an enhanced neutron density was measured
for a series of targets @1#. An especially high peripheral neu-
tron density was found in 176Yb.
Differences in the strong interaction of stopped antipro-
tons with different isotopes of the same element depend on
the shape of the distribution of the nucleon density in the
outer region of the nucleus, where the antiproton annihilation
takes place, and should lead to differences in the widths and
energy shifts of the lowest populated levels in antiprotonic
atoms. Thus the comparison of neutron-deficient with
neutron-rich isotopes should reveal an observable difference
@2#.
An experimental program aiming at the search of such an
effect in a number of elements was conducted during the last
two years of the operation of the Low Energy AntiprotonPRC 580556-2813/98/58~6!/3195~10!/$15.00Ring ~LEAR! at CERN. In the present publication the results
for 172Yb and 176Yb are given. The last transition of 174Yb
has already been measured at LEAR and the existence of a
strong-interaction LS term was proposed @3#.
II. PRINCIPLE OF THE MEASUREMENT
The principle of our experiments is simple: An incoming
antiproton is finally slowed down in the target. After reach-
ing an energy of some tens of eV it is captured by a target
atom. In this process an electron with principal quantum
number ne is ejected, and the antiproton is captured into an
antiprotonic-atom orbit with high principal quantum number
np¯ : np¯'ne2Amp¯ /me2 ~cf. Ref. @4#!. From this orbit it cas-
cades down under emission of x rays and Auger electrons
@5,6#. When the antiproton reaches states with low n the
strong interaction becomes important and it annihilates. The
strong interaction results in energy shifts and an increased
level width of these states. Below these levels there is almost
no antiproton population.
A combined analysis @7# correlates the observed strong
interaction widths and shifts with the nucleon density at the
nuclear periphery and the antiproton-nucleus optical poten-
tial. This analysis, which leads to information about the
nuclear stratosphere, is based on the increased width of the3195 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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energy shift of the same transition compared to the pure elec-
tromagnetic energy, the increased width of the next to last
populated level measured via the intensity balance between
the transitions populating and depopulating this level, the
absorption widths of higher levels determined via the inten-
sity balance of these levels ~due to the large number of tran-
sitions observed this could be done for the first time for
172Yb and 176Yb), and the neutron-to-proton density ratio
and the absolute number of distant antiproton annihilations
which lead to a cold residual nucleus. These two parameters
could be determined for some cases, e.g., 176Yb @1#, with the
method presented in @8#. Some of these observables were
measured at LEAR for oxygen isotopes @2#, 174Yb and 138Ba
@3#, and some lighter elements @9#. A compilation of pre-
LEAR data can be found in Ref. @10#.
In the present work we determined the antiprotonic cas-
cade very comprehensively for transitions below n520.
Consequently, we were able to observe for the first time
effects for all visible transitions sizably affected by the
strong interaction. In ytterbium isotopes the corresponding
antiprotonic levels are between n58 and n511.
Although more complicated potentials were recently in-
troduced @11,12#, frequently a simple optical potential model
@13# is adequate for the calculation of the antiproton-nucleus
interaction. If the strong interaction is treated as a perturba-
tion to the electromagnetic solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion the absorption width G and the shift « of the energy
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(N5p,n), where mNp¯ is the reduced mass of the antiproton-
nucleon system, aNp¯ the scattering length of antiprotons on
the proton or neutron, and Cp¯(R) the antiprotonic atom
wave function ~cf. Ref. @14#!. These two formulas allow us to
determine either the characteristics of the nucleon density
r(R) or the scattering length aNp¯ . The value aNp¯5(1.53
12.50i) fm was established with data taken before 1981
@10#. A more recent determination leads to aNp¯5(2.4
13.4i) fm ~@11#, data set ISO!. It is expected that aNp¯ is
independent of the number of nucleons @11#.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments were performed at the antiproton beam
~momentum 414 MeV/c) provided by LEAR of CERN with
a rather simple setup ~cf. Fig. 1!. The antiprotons were de-
celerated in a degrader; its thickness was adjusted to 51.5
mm polyethylene in order to stop a maximum number of
antiprotons inside the target. A scintillation-counter tele-
scope, consisting of an anticounter S1 in front of the degrader
and a counter S2 ~thickness 3 mm! behind it, identified the
antiprotons. After passing the scintillator the antiprotons
were stopped in the target. The targets of 172Yb and 176Ybhad a thickness of 312 mg/cm2 and 324 mg/cm2, respec-
tively.
The x rays emitted during the antiproton cascade were
measured by two Ge detectors. Detector 1 was a planar
HPGe detector with an active diameter of 25 mm and a sen-
sitive depth of 13 mm, whereas detector 2 was a coaxial
HPGe detector ~relative efficiency 19%! with an outer diam-
eter of 49 mm and a length of 49.5 mm. They were placed at
distances of about 15 cm and 20 cm, respectively, from the
target at angles of 645° towards the beam axis. The x rays
were measured in coincidence with the antiproton signal in a
time window which was extended up to 500 ns after the
antiproton signal from the telescope counter.
In order to provide an on-line energy calibration, sources
of 152Eu and 192Ir were placed close to the target and their
g-ray lines were measured during the whole data acquisition
period. The calibration events, not coincident with antipro-
tons, were recorded with a prescaling factor of 21. Addition-
ally pulser events were used to check the stability of the
electronics. The energy calibration was found to be stable
during the measurements. For a stability test the spectra were
divided into 63 time intervals. The standard deviation from
the mean value at 316.5 keV was found to be 89 eV. This
allowed us to add all spectra taken during the measuring time
of about 35 hours for each target.
Between the measurements the efficiencies of the Ge de-
tectors were determined with sources positioned at the place
of the target. Only relative efficiencies had to be measured
for this experiment. In order to reach a sufficient number of
counts in the last observable transition, spectra were col-
lected for 1.13109 antiprotons in the case of 172Yb and for
1.53109 antiprotons in the case of 176Yb, identified with the
counter telescope.
With a target thickness of about 300 mg/cm2 the absorp-
tion of the x rays inside the target was large for small x-ray
energies below about 150 keV. In order to increase the ac-
curacy for transitions with low energies in a subsequent ex-
periment a short measurement was done with an initial anti-
proton momentum of 100 MeV/c and targets with
115 mg/cm2 thickness.
FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup: S1 , anti-
counter, and S2 , counter of the telescope.
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The accumulated x-ray spectrum from the 176Yb target
~thickness 324 mg/cm2), as taken with detector 2, is shown
in Fig. 2. Those lines in the spectra which are not broadened
were fitted with Gaussians with width ~FWHM! w. The en-
ergy dependence of w was fitted to these values by the func-
tion w(E)5Aa1bE . For the peaks of the transition n59
!8 a fit of two Lorentzians convoluted with Gaussians was
employed. For the energy of this transition ~403 keV! the
FWHM of the Gaussian is w5(117669) eV for detector 1
and w5(1166617) eV for detector 2.
The measured energy values are listed in Table I for the
transitions n59!8 and n510!9. Figure 3 shows the part
of the spectrum of 176Yb of Fig. 2 in the energy region
around the transitions n59!8. The fine structure of this
line is clearly seen. The widths of the transitions n59!8
were derived from the Lorentzian widths of the doublet ~cf.
Table I!.
The measured intensities of the antiprotonic x rays were
corrected for the efficiencies of the detectors and the absorp-
tion of the x rays inside the target. The resulting relative
intensities of the antiprotonic x rays from 172Yb, normalized
to the transition n512!11 for each target, are given in Fig.
4. Admixed transitions which contribute to the measured in-
FIG. 2. Antiprotonic x-ray spectrum from 176Yb measured with
detector 2 ~coaxial HPGe detector with an outer diameter of 49 mm
and a length of 49.5 mm!. One channel corresponds to 0.157 keV.tensity are marked with an asterisk. The corresponding re-
sults for 176Yb are presented in Fig. 5.
V. THE ANTIPROTON CASCADE
The intensities of the antiprotonic x rays from 172Yb and
176Yb were compared with results from cascade calculations
based on a work by Leon @15#. In Leon’s code the energies
and widths of the lines influenced by strong interaction were
determined by solving the Schro¨dinger equation for the sum
of a Coulomb and a complex strong-interaction potential. For
the scattering length aNp¯ the well established value (1.53
12.50i) fm was used @10#. The nucleon density was as-
sumed to be given by a two-parameter Fermi distribution




(N5p,n). Here R, cN , tN , and r0N are the distance from the
center of the nucleus, the half-density radius, the diffuseness
parameter, and the normalization factor to the number of
protons or neutrons of the nucleus, respectively. The rates for
radiative dipole transitions were calculated from the formu-
FIG. 3. Part of the x-ray spectrum from antiprotonic 176Yb with
the lines of the transition n59!8, measured with detector 2 ~see
also caption of Fig. 2!.TABLE I. Measured energies E and Lorentzian widths G of the transitions n5(10!9) and n5(9
!8) and energy differences DEm between the transitions.








(9,15/2)!(8,13/2) 404.4660.06 2.3660.04 1.2960.10
3198 PRC 58R. SCHMIDT et al.las given in Ref. @16#. The Auger rates were derived from the
radiative rates and from cross sections for the photoeffect
using Ferrell’s formula @17#. Effects of electron depletion
were neglected. This is a good approximation for metals as
there the refilling rates for ejected electrons are high. The
calculations started at n520, where the antiproton is well
inside the electron cloud. For transitions with n.20 the nu-
merical stability of the code was not guaranteed. The initial
antiprotonic l distribution at n520 was assumed to be modi-
fied statistical with the population N(l)}(2l11)eal. Vari-
ous other types of initial distributions were investigated, but
this distribution led to the best agreement with the experi-
ment. The parameters a of the initial distribution and the
diffuseness tn of the neutron density distribution were ad-
justed in order to get the best fit to the measured x-ray in-
tensities for the transitions from levels with n<19. For the
proton parameters cp and tp of the Fermi distribution the data
from Ref. @18#, model a, were taken. In the more recent
compilation @19# values for the proton distribution are given
only for 176Yb. In this reference two different values are
presented, one of them being similar to Ref. @18#.
The deformation of the nucleus was neglected. The dif-
ference cn2cp between the neutron and proton distribution
was fixed at cn2cp50.13 fm. This value was derived in
Ref. @20# from HFB calculations for 208Pb. It is almost the
same for all neutron rich stable isotopes investigated and in
agreement with results from inelastic a-particle scattering
@21#. The parameters of the best fit are shown in Table II.
The errors of a and tn2tp were derived from the variation of
x2. The two free parameters a and tn2tp were found to be
almost independent from each other.
FIG. 4. Measured intensities of antiprotonic x-ray transitions in
172Yb, normalized to the transition n512!11; admixed transitions
are marked with an asterisk. E: Level energy relative to the level
n58.With the large number of x-ray transitions fitted, it was
possible to determine the difference tn2tp rather accurately.
This offers a new method to determine the neutron density at
the nuclear surface. While the initial l distribution is gov-
erned by the upper part of the cascade which is not influ-
enced by strong-interaction effects, the nucleon density at the
nuclear periphery is responsible for diminishing the intensi-
ties of the lower transitions depopulating levels with n
<11, which are affected by the strong interaction.
The measured intensities, normalized to the transition n
512!11, are compared in Fig. 6 for 176Yb with values
calculated using the parameters from Table II. The agree-
ment is generally good. The intensities of the transitions de-
populating the level n515 of 172Yb are by (1465)%
smaller than those of 176Yb. This may come from an E2
resonance which induces transitions from n515 to n514 of
the antiprotonic atom by exciting the nucleus from the
ground state 01 to the state 21 @22#. This effect is expected
to be slightly larger in 172Yb than in 176Yb due to the larger
quadrupole moment of the lighter isotope. This decrease in
intensity is responsible for the higher x2 value of the fit, in
which the E2 effect is not included, performed for 172Yb,
compared to that for 176Yb ~cf. Table II!. Another explana-
tion may come from an isotope effect in the opening of the
K-Auger channel. It opens in antiprotonic Yb at n'16 and
has a large influence on the x-ray intensities.
The difference tn2tp increases from 0.58~4! fm for 172Yb
to 0.71~4! fm for 176Yb. One should keep in mind that the
method applied is sensitive only to a 2 fm to 3 fm wide
region about 2 fm outside the half-density radius. The result-
ing density distribution outside this region is strongly model-
dependent. With the parameters found for the proton and
FIG. 5. Measured intensities of antiprotonic x-ray transitions in
176Yb, normalized to the transition n512!11; admixed transitions
are marked with an asterisk. E: Level energy relative to the level
n58.TABLE II. Best-fit parameters of the cascade optimization. cp , tp , cn , and tn are the parameters of the
two-parameter Fermi distribution for protons and neutrons, respectively, a is the parameter of the initial
antiproton distribution for the cascade calculation, and f is used as defined in Eq. ~4!.
Target cp (fm) tp (fm) (cn2cp) (fm) (tn2tp) (fm) a x2 f
172Yb 6.23 2.18 0.13 0.5860.04 0.09860.010 3.1 3.1
176Yb 6.27 2.18 0.13 0.7160.04 0.09260.008 1.9 3.9
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neutron-to-proton density ratio
f 5rn~R !/rp~R !Z/N , ~4!
was folded with the antiproton absorption probability A(R)
~cf. Fig. 7!. Its value came out to be f 53.1 for 172Yb and
f 53.9 for 176Yb. In this region about 2 fm outside the
nucleus where the antiproton annihilation takes place
rn(R)/rp(R) is strongly enhanced, compared to the value
N/Z .
With the detection of residual nuclei after antiproton an-
nihilation the neutron-to-proton density can be determined in
FIG. 6. Comparison of measured ~points! and calculated ~lines!
relative intensities I rel of the transitions n5n1!n12Dn observed
for antiprotonic 176Yb. For the calculations the parameter set from
Table II was used. All intensities were normalized to the intensity
of the transition n512!11.
FIG. 7. Absorption probability A(n ,l) for antiprotons @level
~8,7!: solid line, ~9,8! and ~10,8!: dashed lines, ~10,9! and ~11,9!:
dashed-dotted lines#, proton ~solid line! and neutron ~dotted line!
density, and neutron-to-proton density ratio ~dotted line! for 176Yb
as a function of the distance from the nuclear center. The neutron
and proton densities are normalized to ten in the center of the
nucleus. The absorption probabilities are in arbitrary units. Those of
~9,8! and ~10,8! are magnified by a factor of 20 compared to that of
~8,7!, those of ~10,9! and ~11,9! by a factor of 400.a more direct way. Such measurements provide, however,
information on the nuclear surface in a region which is about
1 fm more peripheral than that from the measurement of
antiprotonic x rays. The measured peripheral halo factor for
176Yb from Ref. @1# is f haloperiph58.460.7.
A comparison of the neutron-to-proton density ratio of the
experimentally determined Fermi distribution for 176Yb with
that calculated from the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov model
shows a larger experimental neutron density at the nuclear
periphery ~cf. Fig. 8!.
VI. STRONG INTERACTION WIDTHS AND SHIFTS
In the previous section the nucleon density in the nuclear
periphery was determined via the investigation of the anti-
protonic cascade. Now observables are determined which are
to be reproduced by models. This allows one to test different
nucleon distributions and different values for the antiproton-
nucleon interaction optical potential ~cf. Sec. VII!. The
strong interaction widths of the different levels were de-
duced. Additionally strong interaction shifts could be mea-
sured for four levels. The measured shifts and widths of the
transitions influenced by strong interaction are shown in
Figs. 9 and 10 for 172Yb and 176Yb, respectively. The energy
shifts given are the differences between the measured transi-
tion energies and those calculated with a purely electromag-
netic potential. They reflect the real part of the complex scat-
tering length aNp¯ . For the calculation of the electromagnetic
transition energies the Dirac equation was solved for the an-
tiproton in the potential of an extended nucleus. Terms for
the normal and anomalous magnetic moments of the antipro-
ton were included as well as the vacuum polarization up to
the seventh order and relativistic recoil corrections. These
corrections lead to an accuracy of the binding energy of the
antiprotonic level (n ,l)5(10,9) of lead of about 20 eV @23#.
For the proton density a Fermi distribution with the param-
eters of Table II was used.
The experimental energies of antiprotonic x rays which
FIG. 8. Comparison of the neutron-to-proton density obtained
for 176Yb from this experiment ~line! with results from HFB calcu-
lations ~dashed line!, displayed as a function of the distance to the
nuclear center. The shadowed region corresponds to the error of
tn2tp50.7160.04 fm. The neutron and proton densities are nor-
malized as in Fig. 7.
3200 PRC 58R. SCHMIDT et al.are not influenced by the strong interaction are in good
agreement with the theoretical electromagnetic energies
within their experimental errors. The binding energy of the
last populated level n58 was found to be increased by about
420 eV for 172Yb and by about 340 eV for 176Yb. In contrast
to these attractive shifts repulsive shifts are expected from
calculations @24#. The attractive shift comes from E2 cou-
pling of the nuclear levels 01 and 21 with the atomic levels.
The E2 shift was calculated for the transitions (9!8) and
(10!9) using the method as described in Ref. @25#. Con-
tinuum effects were taken into account @26#. With these cor-
rections the accuracy of the calculations is rather high. An
uncertainty in the shift which may amount to several percent
remains due to the uncertainty in the quadrupole moment
with its large influence on the deduced E2 shifts. After cor-
rection the repulsive shift of the levels with n58 is (205
FIG. 9. Energy shifts of the transitions and widths for the levels
of antiprotonic 172Yb which are sizably influenced by the strong
interaction. GS1 and «1 : Widths and shift for j5l11/2, GS2 and «2 :
Widths and shift for j5l21/2. The widths of the levels ~8,7! were
derived from the widths of the transitions, those of the levels ~9,8!
and ~10,9! from the intensity balance of these levels with small
corrections for parallel transitions, and those of the levels ~10,8! and
~11,9! from the intensity balance with the feeding intensities taken
from the adapted cascade.683) eV and (200646) eV for the j5l11/2 states and
(199688) eV and (194655) eV for the j5l21/2 states in
172Yb and 176Yb, respectively. No significant differences are
left between the corrected shifts of 172Yb and 176Yb ~cf.
Table III!.
Without correction the energy of the transition n510
!9 is not shifted ~cf. Figs. 9 and 10!. With the E2 correction
applied a mean repulsive strong-interaction shift of 133 eV
results ~cf. Table III!.
The absorption widths of the levels with (n ,l)5(8,7) are
slightly increasing from 172Yb to 176Yb. The width GS1 of
the levels with j5l11/2 is about 250 eV smaller than the
width GS2 of the levels with j5l21/2 ~cf. Figs. 9 and 10!.
The widths of the (n ,l)5(9,8) levels were derived from the
intensity balance of the transitions feeding and depopulating
them. Transitions from higher levels and contributions of
parallel transitions to the measured intensity were taken into
account. For the transitions which were not observed the
intensity values from the best-fit cascade calculations were
taken. The correction is only about 2%. The population of
the levels (9,l), l,8 is very small, thus only antiprotons
from the levels (9,8) are contributing to the intensity of the
transition (9!8). With the yield Y being the ratio of the
FIG. 10. The same as Fig. 9 for 176Yb.TABLE III. Measured energy shift «m of the transitions n5(10,9)!(9,8) and n5(9,8)!(8,7), correc-
tion «E2 due to the E2 coupling, and energy difference DEm between the two main LS components of the
transition (9!8) compared to the calculated difference DEcalc. ; DE5DEm2DEcalc. . The values for 174Yb
are taken from Ref. @3#.
Target Transition (n , j)!(n8, j8) «m (eV) «E2 (eV) («m-«E2) (eV) DE (eV)
172Yb: (10,19/2)!(9,17/2) 6659 143 2137659
(10,17/2)!(9,15/2) 13659 143 2130659 7615
(9,17/2)!(8,15/2) 420683 625 2205683
(9,15/2)!(8,13/2) 425688 624 2199688 6648
174Yb: (9,17/2)!(8,15/2) 283636 @3# 633 2350636
(9,15/2)!(8,13/2) 341643 @3# 631 2290643 58626 @3#
176Yb: (10,19/2)!(9,17/2) 28644 123 2131644
(10,17/2)!(9,15/2) 213644 123 2136644 25614
(9,17/2)!(8,15/2) 340646 540 2200646
(9,15/2)!(8,13/2) 344655 538 2194655 6638
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intensities of the transitions populating it, the width GS of the
level due to the strong interaction is @27#
GS5GemS 1Y 21 D2GAuger . ~5!
Here Gem and GAuger are the radiation and Auger widths,
respectively, of the levels with observable strong interaction
widths. They are summarized in Table IV. Significant differ-
ences in the strong interaction widths of the levels ~9,8! were
found between 172Yb and 176Yb: the mean widths of the
level ~9,8! are GS530.622,2
12.4 eV and GS536.922.2
12.5 eV for
172Yb and 176Yb, respectively. The width of the level ~10,9!
was determined in the same way from the intensity balance
of this level. While this width is still compatible with zero
for 172Yb, in 176Yb already some absorption occurs from this
level.
In previous experiments only widths for one or two cir-
cular transitions were determined for each nucleus. Due to
the high number of transition intensities measured for 172Yb
and 176Yb the antiprotonic cascade could be determined
rather accurately in this experiment. In order to deduce the
yield of the levels ~10,8! and ~11,9!, the intensities of the
transitions feeding those levels were derived from these cas-
cade calculations which had been adapted to the measured
intensities. These intensities depend only weakly on the
strength of the antiproton-nucleus strong interaction, as the
upper part of the cascade is almost independent of the
nuclear density distribution. If the strong interaction is ne-
glected, the calculated intensities of the lines feeding the
level change by only 5% for ~10,8! and by only 2% for
~11,9!. For the level with (n ,l)5(11,9) again only for 176Yb
a sizable effect of the strong interaction shows up. From the
level ~10,8! antiprotons are strongly absorbed. The intensity
of the transition 10!8 is diminished by factors of about six
and ten in antiprotonic 172Yb and 176Yb, respectively, com-
pared to the cascade calculated without strong absorption.
Figure 11 shows an overview over the widths and shifts of
the transition (9!8) in antiprotonic 172Yb and antiprotonic
176Yb and the corresponding 174Yb data previously mea-
sured @3#, corrected for the E2 shift. Due to the higher sta-
tistics the errors of the data from Ref. @3# are smaller than
those from the present experiment. From 172Yb to 176Yb the
width is slightly increasing, whereas the shift stays roughly
constant.
TABLE IV. Radiation width Gem and Auger width GAuger for
those levels where the strong interaction width was determined via
the intensity balance.
172Yb 176Yb
(n ,l) Gem (eV) GAuger (eV) Gem (eV) GAuger (eV)
~9,8! 11.63 0.09 11.48 0.08
~10,8! 8.50 0.10 8.39 0.10
~10,9! 6.77 0.12 6.69 0.12
~11,9! 5.10 0.14 5.04 0.14VII. CALCULATED WIDTHS AND SHIFTS
The shifts and widths listed in Table V have been calcu-
lated with nuclear densities based on the Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov model with Skyrme III forces used in Ref. @14#.
The nucleus was assumed to be spherical. To obtain the an-
tiproton optical potentials these densities were folded with
Gaussian form factors to account for the antiproton-nucleon
interaction range. The strength parameters of these models as
expressed by phenomenological effective lengths are: aNp¯
5(1.5312.5i) fm ~model A and C! and aNp¯5(2.4
13.4i) fm ~model B!. A folding root-mean-square range r
50.8 fm was taken for the models A and B. This range
corresponds to the charge density profile used in the early
optical-potential fit of Ref. @10# ~model A! and in the recent
fit to p¯ atomic data ~Ref. @11#, data set ISO! ~model B!.
An inspection of Table V shows that model B agrees
fairly well with the measured strong interaction width of the
level ~8,7!, while model A is not compatible at all. The
widths of higher levels and the level shifts are not repro-
duced by any of these models. It is, however, not the aim of
this publication to determine a better estimate of the optical
potential parameters, since this simple form of the potential
is not satisfactory in this case. There are two reasons:
In our measurements the nuclear effects are determined
predominantly by the neutron density. This density is rather
uncertain in the region about 2 fm outside the half-density
radius, where the interaction takes place. It is the purpose of
the present investigation to provide new information on neu-
tron densities at the nuclear periphery. Figure 8 shows that
the HFB model underestimates the neutron density in this
region for 176Yb. This may explain the differences in the
upper widths of this nucleus between experiment and theory.
For a complete analysis more nuclei should be studied.
The Yb nuclei are strongly deformed. In such a case the
optical potential calculated by a simple angular average over
the deformed-nucleus density is not precise enough. This
FIG. 11. Widths and shifts of the transition n59!8 for the
even Yb isotopes from 172Yb to 176Yb ~full circles!. The data of
174Yb are taken from Ref. @3#. The shifts are corrected for the E2
effect. The triangles, squares, and diamonds show the results of
calculations with nuclear densities based on HFB calculations with
different optical potentials and folding root-mean-square radii
~models A, B, and C, respectively; cf. Table V!.
3202 PRC 58R. SCHMIDT et al.TABLE V. Shifts « (n ,l)!(n8,l8) of the transitions and widths G (n ,l) of the levels from Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov calculations of the nuclear density averaged over the fine structure components @model A: a
5(1.5312.5i) fm, r50.8 fm; model B: a5(2.413.4i) fm, r50.8 fm; model C: a5(1.5312.5i) fm,
r51.5 fm#, compared with the experimental values.
Target: 172Yb 176Yb
Model: A B C Exp. A B C Exp.
G (8,7) (keV) 0.81 1.0 1.2 1.0460.07 0.88 1.1 1.3 1.1760.06
« (9,8)!(8,7) (eV) 263 2110 20 2203678 277 2130 4.7 2198642
G (9,8) (eV) 15 20 22 30.622.212.4 16 22 25 36.922.212.5
« (10,9)!(9,8) (eV) 0.58 0.57 4.1 2133657 0.58 0.55 4.2 2133640
G (10,9) (eV) 0.17 0.23 0.24 0.1120.1110.27 0.19 0.27 0.28 0.3320.2410.26
G (10,8) (eV) 43 57 54 98231172 50 64 59 2162691181
G (11,9) (eV) 0.50 0.70 0.74 0.4220.4210.71 0.58 0.80 0.84 1.2820.3710.46
Target: 174Yb
Model: A B C Exp. ~from Ref. @3#, corrected for E2 shift!
G (8,7) (keV) 0.85 1.1 1.2 1.1260.04
« (9,8)!(8,7) (eV) 270 2120 13 2320639happens because of the strong p-wave antiproton-nucleus in-
teraction which is induced by density gradients. In addition
to the well known radial gradient also some tangential con-
tributions arise. These require a subtle analysis: similar ef-
fects of the tangential density gradient were found to yield a
20% correction to the nuclear LS interactions @28#. A theo-
retical analysis of these effects is in preparation.
Nevertheless, to learn about the significance of several
optical potential parameters, some tests have been per-
formed. Ways to increase the absorption predicted by model
A are to enhance the attraction or to extend its range. There
are good reasons to have the real part of the optical potential
extended sizeably over the nuclear density. This may be due
to the long-range pion exchange potential affecting the N –p¯
scattering matrix to second and higher orders. An attractive
tail is expected from theory and is also found in the descrip-
tion of the low energy antiproton-nucleus scattering @29#,
where a folding range as high as r51.5 fm was used for the
real part of the potential. This folding range was taken for
model C. It produces absorption widths which are close to
those from model B, but fails even more for the level shifts.
The shifts of the levels offer more challenges to the de-
termination of aNp¯ and the nucleon density distribution. The
calculated strong-interaction shifts are for all models much
smaller than the measured ones. For the transition (9!8)
the shift of model B has at least the same order of magnitude
as the measured shift. The shift of the transition (10!9),
however, cannot be explained with the different models. As
mentioned before this repulsive shift of about 130 eV arises
after the correction due to the E2 effect of the quadrupole
moment of the nucleus ~cf. Table III!. It is about 50% of the
shift of the transition (9!8) whereas the expected strong-
interaction shift is less than 5 eV. Octupole excitations of the
nucleus were considered, but their influence on the shifts is
negligible. It has to be stated that there remains a serious
discrepancy between experimental and theoretical strong-
interaction shifts. If the E2 shift is applied the calculated
strong-interaction shift of the transition (9!8) roughly
agrees with the experiment and the calculation fails for thetransition (10!9), if the E2 shift is not taken into account
theory fails for the transition (9!8) but the shift of the
transition (10!9) is reproduced.
The LS splitting observed in this experiment is essentially
due to the electromagnetic fine structure. Additionally, inter-
actions of the antiproton with the nucleus may affect this
splitting and broaden the levels in a different way. The main
part of this effect is purely geometrical and comes from the
difference in the radii of the orbits of the two fine structure
states. This difference arises since the electromagnetic LS
potential is attractive in the lower state but repulsive in the
upper one. Hence, the overlap of the atomic wave function
with the nucleus is larger in the lower component. In conse-
quence this state has larger width GS2 and shift «2 . Numeri-




is fairly independent of the optical potential. For 176Yb it is
R(8)50.085 in the case of potential A and thus the differ-
ence in the widths due to the different geometries of the two
LS states is 0.096 keV. This difference constitutes almost
half of the observed difference of (0.2560.12) keV ~cf. Fig.
10!. The rest of the experimental difference of about 0.15
keV is to be attributed to the nuclear LS interactions. For the
level n59 one finds R(9)50.068 and the geometric differ-
ence of the widths is 2.5 eV, which agrees with the experi-
ment. The overlap effect also repulses the wave function of
the lower fine structure state of the level n58 more than that
of the upper state. The calculated energy difference is 17 eV
for model A. The shift of the two states with n58, j515/2,
and j513/2 has the same value within the errors ~cf. Table
III!. The small difference which is expected is obscured by
the experimental errors.
The difference in the widths of the level n58 in 172Yb
and 176Yb is in agreement with the results of Ref. @3#, where
an LS-effect was searched for in 174Yb. However, the 174Yb
data did not confirm the theoretical expectation of a more
PRC 58 3203NUCLEON DENSITY OF 172Yb AND 176Yb AT THE . . .repulsive shift for the lower component of the level n58.
The observed value of DE ~cf. Table III! has the opposite
sign than that which was expected from theory @3#.
VIII. SUMMARY
The antiprotonic cascade of 172Yb and 176Yb was inves-
tigated. With the widths and shifts measured for the antipro-
tonic levels with principal quantum numbers from n58 to
n511 eleven observables were determined which may be
used for a combined analysis of the nuclear surface and the
antiproton-nucleus interaction. Differences were found be-
tween 172Yb and 176Yb which show the nucleon density to
increase with A in the region about 2 fm outside the half-
density radius. Three different methods were used to derive
the level widths. The widths of the levels ~8,7! were taken
directly from the line widths of the transitions, those of the
levels ~9,8! and ~10,9! from the intensity balance for these
levels with small corrections for parallel transitions, and
those of the levels ~10,8! and ~11,9! from the intensity bal-
ance with the feeding intensities taken from the best-fit cas-
cade calculations.
Applying a Fermi distribution for the nucleon density the
measured antiprotonic x-ray intensities may be well repro-
duced. With cn2cp taken as 0.13 fm, the neutron diffuseness
parameter was deduced to be larger than the proton diffuse-
ness parameter by (0.5860.04) fm for 172Yb and (0.71
60.04) fm for 176Yb. The ratio of the neutron-to-protondensity in the region where the annihilation takes place is
shown to be enhanced, compared to the value inside the
nucleus, by factors of about three and four for 172Yb and
176Yb, respectively. The neutron-to-proton density deduced
is in agreement with the peripheral halo factor @1#.
Using different values for the strength of the antiproton-
nucleus potential and different neutron-density distributions
one finds a number of ways to reproduce the experimental
level widths by calculations, but the level shifts could not be
explained. If the E2 correction is applied, all models used
give calculated shifts for the level n59 which are smaller
than the measured ones. Without correction, however, the
shift of the level n58 cannot be described at all. A small
LS-splitting effect has been observed.
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